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Scrublands by Chris Hammer
The rural town of Riversend's dark secrets come to light after a young priest kills five
parishioners before being taken down himself. A first novel.

She Lies in Wait by Gytha Lodge
The discovery of the body of a teen who went missing in the woods 30 years earlier
reopens a cold case for a local police officer, who makes contact with six people from
his past to uncover what happened.

The Eulogist by Terry Gamble
In pre-Civil War Ohio, Irish immigrants James, Olivia and Erasmus Givens must fend
for themselves after they lose their mother to childbirth and their father boards a
riverboat to New Orleans.

Looker by Laura Sims
A woman's obsession with the beautiful actress on her block becomes dangerous.
When an interaction with the actress at the annual block party takes a disastrous
turn, what began as an innocent preoccupation becomes a frightening madness.

The Red Address Book by Sofia Lundberg
Living alone in her Stockholm apartment, a 96-year-old woman reminisces through
the pages of a long-kept address book before starting to write down stories from
her past, unlocking family secrets in unexpectedly beneficial ways. A first novel.

The Widows by Jess Montgomery
Vowing revenge against her sheriff husband's killers in 1924 Ohio, Lily offers help to
a fellow widow and uncovers dangerous evidence revealing her husband's corrupt
secret life and the complexities that triggered his death. A first novel.

We Cast a Shadow by Maurice Carlos Ruffin
In a near-future South where an increasing number of people with dark skin endure
cosmetic procedures to pass as white, a father embarks on an obsessive quest to
protect his son, who bears a dark, spreading birthmark. A first novel.

Last Woman Standing by Amy Gentry
Prompted by sexual harassment and assaults to exact revenge, an aspiring comedienne and her tough computer-programmer friend engage in an escalating series of
betrayals that trigger unexpected consequences. By the author of Good as Gone.

Sugar Run by Mesha Maren
Released after serving 18 years for manslaughter, Jodi McCarty finds her efforts to
track down a friend and move on with the woman she loves challenged by the insular values of their rural West Virginia community. A first novel.

The Weight of a Piano by Chris Cander
An immigrant from the Soviet Union and an orphaned mechanic find their lives
fatefully linked across half a century of history by a German Blüthner piano. By the
award-winning author of Whisper Hollow.

Golden Child by Claire Adam
Working exhausting hours in their rural Trinidad home, the family of a petroleum
plant worker is shattered by the disappearance of a troubled twin son whose fate
forces his father to make a devastating choice. A first novel.

